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Interplay between the innate and adaptive responses

slide from Andrea Graham’s 2018 SFI talk

How does this interdependency manifest itself in aging?
I Increased variability as immunosenescence progresses

slide from Andrea Graham’s 2018 SFI talk

Immune response to cytomegalovirus4

adaptive:
I accelerates immunosenescence in adults, but also was found to
benefit young people’s immune response to influenza1
I CMV associated with immune system dysfunction especially in
HIV-infected persons2
inflammatory:
I CMV can reactivate in response to inflammatory stimuli1
I CMV promotes expression of interleukin-10, a cytokine that
suppresses immune responses3
1 Furman

et al., Sci. Trans. Med. 2015
et al., Curr HIV/AIDS Rep. 2016
3 Sinclair and Reeves, Front. Microbiol. 2014
4
figure from Picarda and Benedict, J. Immunol. 2018
2 Freeman

What role does CMV play in aging?
I Inversion of adaptive and inflammatory responses near death
following CMV infection

slide from Andrea Graham’s 2018 SFI talk

Architecture of the immune system
adaptive response
We couple and adapt existing
mathematical models of the
adaptive and inflammatory
immune responses:
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Mathematical model of adaptive response5
Dynamical model:
Cell types:

=⇒ adaptive immunity signaled by dendritic cells

5

Stromberg and Carlson, PLOS Comp. Biol. 2006

Mathematical model of adaptive response6
Shape space7 :
antigen shape:
lymphocyte shape:

=x
=y

high binding
aﬃnity

low binding
aﬃnity

binding aﬃnity
shape space + dynamical model =⇒ clonal selection
7
6

from Oster and Perelson, J Theor. Biol. 1979
Stromberg and Carlson, PLOS Comp. Biol. 2006

Mathematical model of adaptive response6
Two exposures, same infection:

Sample infection life history:
size of
pathogen
response

individual infection history

size of
pathogen
response
variability in
pathogen
response
shape space
distribution of
memory cells

A = antigen
E = effector cell
D = naive + memory cells
F∗ = activated dendritic cells

shape space
distribution of
pathogen
response

=⇒ mechanism for immunosenescence
=⇒ adaptive response changes with time
6

Stromberg and Carlson, PLOS Comp. Biol. 2006

population average
infection history
high variance

Mathematical model of inflammatory response6
Reynolds et al. constructed a mathematical model of the inflammatory
response that exhibits rich bifurcation behavior:

Coupling w/ adaptive response effectively alters inflammatory parameters
=⇒ immunosenescence in adaptive steers inflammatory response
=⇒ mechanism for aging in the inflammatory immune response
6

Reynolds et al., J. Theor. Biol. 2006
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Thank you!

(relevant xkcd from xkcd.com/2142)

Hierarchical model
with multiple shapes
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Outcomes of adaptive and innate models

septic death
I occurs in both models
I pathogen > 0
I adaptive/innate response > 0

health
I occurs in both models
I pathogen = 0
I adaptive/innate response = 0

aseptic death
I
I
I
I

occurs only in innate model
pathogen = 0
innate response > 0
positive feedback loop causes constant inflammation

Parameters
kpg
kpm
µm
kpn
ρ
ρA∞
bN
f
snr
µn
µd
kcn
µc
knp
C∞

0.6 or 0.3
0.1 (0.6)
0.002
1.8 or 1.4
0.005 (1)
0.02
0.1
0.6 (0.38)
0.08
0.05
0.02
0.04
0.1
0.1
0.28

P∞
sm
kmp
γ
ρA
α
R0
δ
µnr
kdn
sc
kcnd
knn
knd
xdn

20
0.005
0.01
0.02 (0.005)
0.04
1
16
0.05
0.12
0.2 (0.35)
0.0125
48
0.01
0.02
0.06

I bold parameter values are
newly introduced
I italicized parameter values in
parentheses are from the
original papers
I nonitalicized values are the ones
used in this model
I health:
kpg = 0.3, kpn = 1.8
I septic death:
kpg = 0.6, kpn = 1.8
I aseptic death:
kpg = 0.3, kpn = 1.4
I septic death (oscillatory):
kpg = 0.6, kpn = 1.8, γ = 0.05

Hallmarks of immunosenescence

Figure from Tu and Rao, Front. Microbiol. 2016

“Inflamm-aging”

I Acute inflammation is an
essential aspect of the
innate immune response
I Aging is associated with a
"chronic, sterile, low-grade
inflammation", dubbed
"inflamm-aging"

Figure from Xia et al., J Immunol Res. 2016

Origins of immunosenescence and inflamm-aging?
Some7 postulate that immunosenescence and inflamm-aging were
selected for by evolution (and are therefore favorable):
I For example, perhaps thymic involution (which occurs during
puberty and thereafter reduces the output of naive T cells)
occurs because the the thymus is too metabolically active
I Then, a low-grade and constant inflammatory state could
“offset” the lessened adaptive immune response
I In this view, immunosenescence and inflamm-aging are
complementary and compensatory mechanisms that address
the lessened energy output of aging populations
I This “remodeling” of the immune system can therefore be
viewed as a resource allocation problem
7

Fulop et al., Front Immunol. 2017

How can a mathematical model help us understand aging?
I A feasible mathematical model of the
immune system would capture clinically
observed aspects of aging
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I This mathematical formalism would then
allow the many feedbacks that populate
the immune system to be probed in silico
I Real-world symptoms of aging (e.g.
decreased activity of dendritic cells, or
decrease in the efficacy of effector cells)
can be interpreted in the context of this
model, which could reveal a causal
structure of aging
I Experimental immunotherapies can be
explored in silico, such as the suppression
of inflammatory responses, or the targeted
elimination of memory T cells
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Architecture of the immune system
adaptive response
Stromberg and Carlson,
PLOS Comput. Biol. 2006
I shape-space representation
of antigens and lymphocytes
I adaptive immune system
acquires memory of past
infections
I two steady states:
health and infection
I robust to commonly
occurring infections
I fragile to rare infections

adaptive response
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pathogen
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naive and
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Architecture of the immune system
inflammatory response
Reynolds et al.,
J. Theor. Biol. 2006
I non-specific response to
pathogen
I anti-inflammatory cells lag
behind neutrophil response
I positive feedback can cause
chronic inflammation
(aseptic death)
I other steady states: health
and septic death (non-zero
pathogen population)
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